Our GWM(Thailand) is looking for supplier who interested to join our Bidding project below.Please contact our
Tender Department:Janthima 065-5022656
You can follow us on GWM Thailand Tender / Facebook. We will update the new bidding information on there.

Bidding Project Information
1.Project Name
Nobo Thailand logistics tooling procurement project
2.Tender Contact
Janthima, TEL:065-5022656, E-mail:janthima@gwm.co.th
3.Project Overview
Nobo is produced locally in Thailand, and the B01 model was mass produced in middle April, involving the
delivery of complete vehicle products, which requires the production of product transportation tooling;
Purchase content: Logistics and Transportation tooling.
4. The Bidding Scope
1.There are 2 types of cloth-pocket tooling, 94 units;
2.There are 1 type of seat general tooling, 73 units;
3.There are 1 type of gravity tooling, 36 units;
4.There are 54 units dashboards tooling;
5.84 units seat trays are restructured;
Total: 257 units new tooling and 84units remade seat trays;
5.Technical Requirements
Construction period delivery: The first batch will be delivered for 30 days, and the rest will be delivered according
to the launch time of the vehicle type;
1.the main structure of the tooling is made according to the requirements of the drawings, and there is no
welding slag when the welding point is full;
2.the cloth pocket is made of high-quality gray canvas, and the sewing thread is made of nylon double-thread
sewing, the cloth pocket is lined with suede lining, and sewn and fasten with the main body of the cloth pocket;
3.the diameter of the cloth pocket supporting tube is 16mm, and the wall thickness is 2mm;
4.the connection mode between casters and the main body is Bolt fastening;
5.the color of plastic spraying is sea gray, and the traction is orange;
6.Supplier Qualification Requirements
The supplier must have the qualification to produce bidding items or sell bidding items.
7.Experience Requirements
Provide the cooperation performance of this bidding item in cooperation with the automobile industry.
8.Due Date
11-May-22

